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INTRODUCT1ON:

During the 60s the activist, middle-class, and proletariat Aoiaed. Black

people in their protrz'cted struggle for civil ric!,hts and the fight against racial

discrimination. In the 70s the feminists; militant, burgen:)ing movement (If

women at home and the world of work joined the struggle against sex discrimina-

ta.n and for sex equity.

The valuer of increasing the human potential is a basic qu2stion that

will Fe 1-"..ced if the educational system is to he effective and salvaged. The

question of human education continues to emerge amidst th , challenges of rising

education costs, increasing taxpaye- resistance to local taxes, failing student

enrollment, heightened tensions between citizen groups, local administrators,

unions, and school boards over conLrol of schools and school resources. Even

concerns raised about the utility of educational degree:; or credentials, the value

of the educational path to paid wo:'k, and the inequities of school finance, the

query of the merit of indtvidual worth is mirrored and measured to the educational

leadership

In this paper will be presented a historical description cf a large in-

service training and staff development on racism and sexism in an urban school

district under court- ordered desegregation. For this reason, I hove organized this

paper in :live parts: (1) TitlelX; (2) Demographic Data; (3) The Delivery System

for In-Service Training; (4) Outcomes; (5) Summary.
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SECTION I

TITLE IX

There is direct relationship to the mission of the Training Institute

for Desegregated Education in problems related to race and o,ex and the sex dis-

crimination law called Title IX.

. \

On July 21, 1975, with the approval of Congress, Title IX became the law

of the land. It is the broadest prescription against sex discrimination in'edu-

cation to have emerged from Congress. Title IX states: "No person in the United

States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied

the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or

activity receiving federal financial assistance...." Title IX affects all levels

of educational practice and therefore is a sweeping pronouncement. Title IX was

designee to right the wrongs of an educational system which had patently discri-

minated apinst girls and women.

It prohibits sex discrimination against most adults employed in educational

settings and against students in those settings. Women and men are to receive

the same benefits and opportunities for job advancement. Girls and boys are to

receive the same instruction and treatment without regard to their gender. Tille

IX provisions cover recruitment, advertising, hiring, upgrading of positions,

promotions, contracting and awarding of tenure, demotion, transfer, layoffs, re-

hiring, pay rates, job assignments, and seniority, the terms of collective barga"

ing agreements, pregnancy c.aves or leaves for either males or females who must

care for children, fringe benefits, employer sponsored activities, selection and

financial support for training, and any other term, condition, or privilege of

employment. Non-credential, non-certified personnel as well as credentialed staff

are beneficiaries f Title IX.
R3
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A few aspects of education do not fall under the Title IX law:

Curriculuffl materials have been excluded from Title IX'El provisions because

of a legal judgment tha!: theiy incitn-ion would violate the First Amendment, a

constitutianal guarantee -t freedom of speech. Some organizations such as YMCA,

YWCA, Girl Scouts and Boy Scouts nd other single sex "youth service organizations"

are exempt from Tale IX for various reasons.

The benefits for students covers recruitment as well as admissions policies

and practices only to vocational profer:sional and graduate schools and to insti-

tutions of public undergraduate education. Where institut:ions are exempt or non-

exempt, once members of both sexes have -aeen admitted, these institutions must

trent all students nondiscriminatorily. Treatmant inc.ludes access to course offer-

ings and extra-curricular activities, participation in course offerings and extra-

curricula activities, iin-luding campus organizations and competitive athletics.

Physical Education classes are prohibited from being sex segregated,

although competitive wrestling, boxing, basketball, football. and other bodily

contact sports do allow separation.

Elementary seho-ls must be in full compliance in PLysical Education one

year from the effecLive date of Title IX.

Secondary and Post Secondary schools-must be in compliance with Physical

Education no later than three years from the effective date of Title IX regulation.

While adjustmcnts are being made in Physical Education Classes, separate classes

must be comparable for each sex.

In competitive sports or contact sports, athletics may be provided through

sepaIate teams or through a single team open to both sees. The goal in athletins

is to secure equal opportunity yet allowing c1ioo1s and colleges flexibility in

determining how best to provide such opportunity. Factors taken into account to

en:Aire opportunity will include tho interests and abilities of both sexes are
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reflected, supplies and equipment are provided, scheduling of games and practices,

and travel and per diem allowances, opportunities of coaching and academic tutoring

both for assignment and pay, facilities, locker room, practice and competitive

facilities, medical and training services, housing and dining facilities and

services and publicity. The key point is that the assurance is for equal oppor-

tunity not equal expenditures.

Counselors May not use testing or other materials for counseling differently

for males and females.

One important aspect of Title IX requires institutiolyto conduct an inquiry

into their activities to identify and to eliminate sex discrimination. Another

high importance item is the requirement of a grievance procedure. The Training

Institute activities supports school systems in their nwareness of sex discrimina.-

tion and race discrimination by working with school stnff on an ongoing basis in

selected race-sex related problems. These activities are described for you later

in this paper. First, I will profile the setting in which the '7aining Institute

for Desegregated Education takes place.



SECTION TI

DEMOGRAPHTC DATA

City of Detroit

Detrolt, Michigan is a beautiful large urban area which inhabits more

than.1,500,000 people during the day and about 1,000,000 plus during the night

Many of the citizens from the metropolitan community travel the busy freeways to

work in the city and return to their suburban communities in the evening. The

populace is multi-ethnic which is highly visible during the Ethnic Festivals

where Americans with origins of Spanish-speaking, Chaldean, Greek, Italians,

Black-African, Polish, German, Chinese, Asian other Oriental and Euro-Amel=ican

nationalities can be seen.

The city is about 140 square miles in area with the population density

apProximately 10,673 people per square mile. The nation's fifth largest city has

a Black-White ratio estimated to be 60% Black and 40% White., The city is governed

by an agressive, future-oriented Mayor and City Council.

However, Detroit has been called "Murder City", suffers problems of high

unemployment and underemployment, grossly affected hy White organized crime,

suffers a declining tax base, a public school system that has heen historically

allowed to deteriorate, a business and residential flight who continue to seek

and reap city rewards from suburban sites, and the poor and Che black are daily

recepients of institutional racism and sexism. The long history of racial

conflict in Detroit has reinforced the need which exists today to work toward the

eliminatien of racism; and at the SiiM0 time provide equal opportunity for all

regardless of sex.

Detroit Public School District

This first class school system of more than 10,000 teachers and 240,000

students is a/system made up of eight regions. Since January

6
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Public School System has been administratively and politically decentralized

by the State Legislative Mandate. P:c1' of the eight Regional Boards of Edu-

cation are represented by the chairperson on the Central Board of Education.

Five members-at-large elected City-wide make up the thirteen member board. The

purpose of decentralization is to provide systemic planned opportunity for citizen

participation in local school operation.

In Ag"st 197s, the 17^-1^r^1 Iudge Rol-ert DeMaceic hcndc-1 dcwn hin deceil

regation order for the Detroit Public Schools. The order was far-reaching in

its effort to strengthen the quality of education in the schools, lacicing in the

provision of finance to support the educational components, aqd resulted in re-

ducing racially identifiable white schools through student reassignment and school

reorganization.

Among the highlights of the Court Order to be implemented are:

I. Strengthening the quality of Education in

1. Reading and Communication skills

2. In-service training

3. Vocation and Technical Education

4. Testing

5. Student Rights

6. School-Community Relations

7. Counseling nnd Career Guidance

8. Co-Curricular'Activities

9. Bilingeal/Nulti-Ethnic Studien

II. Reorganizing Schools by

1. Elementary School:. K-S grades

2. Junior High Schools to Middle School:, 6 8 grades

3. High Schools 9 12 grades

7
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III. Pupil Reassignment to

1. Assign pupils in selected schools to provide a 7M Black and.

30% White student population.

Many variables were taken into consideration including desegregation effect,

geographic location of residence, grade level and school capacity.

The (Detroit Public Schools) student population has not generally ex-

peisleaced huui sUCCetir,. Tesi_ iestilLs ot 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, and 19-16

consistently show that students in Detroit' perforthed below the national average

in Reading and Mathematics. The downward trend in achievement begins somewhere

between the 2nd and 3rd grade. Additionalljr one in every five pupils are average

in grade. Compounding the poor academic performance are a host of other factors:

A higher percent of Black students are suspended than White students., 72 Black

students out of every 10,000 students are suspended compared to 35 White !Audents

out of ever}, 10,000. A higher rate ef suspensions is seen occurring among Middle

School st;udents. Absenteeism among Middle School Students is higher, 15% as com-f

pAred to 11% for all other grades. The drop out rate for Detroit students in

High School ranges from 2% to 21% with-an average of 12%. According to the report

of the Detroit Activities Section, 5,999 crimes were commitLed in school-related

incidents for the 1975-76 school year. Example crimes were 42 homicides, 50 rapes,

667 robberies, 651 assaults, 1,033 burglaries nd 763 larcenies.

Low self pride and self esteem is exemplified in the anti-social behavior

and lack of school success among the Detroit learners. The negative stresses,on

students, teachers, adminitrators, and citizens in the community seripusly affect

the school climate.

It is obvious that the societal arid scbool press and the court-ordered

desegregaLion has created a phenomena of dynamics that needs sstemic effort

-7-
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for the development of effective partnerships among parents, students, Eeachers,

administrato.:s and the policy-making school boards. In-service training can

begin the process where such development will take, place. Detroit Schools have

the leadership to.affect institutional change in order that the educational

process indeed serves the students. The challenges are complex, varied, and

deeply imbedded. The investment for significant change to occur must be major

c117,Prv n4r1r- no 1,ngnr w411 suffic^ the patient, the school systcm,

has been sick a very long time.

9
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SECTION III

TIT DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR IN-:SERVICE TRAINING

In 1975, the Training Instittite for Desegregated Education at Wayne State

University was initiated as a response to requests from the Detroit Public Schools

for technicai assistance and follow-up services for problems related to desegre-

WY acx. ICquez,L Was made as the Detroit School system

faced school desegregation under court order, dwindling school enrollment, violence

in-the schools, school millage failure, and citizen low expectation of the school

systems willingness to renew itself.

The Region I Superintendent's requests were based upon needs identified
I

both by the staffs of the school and Wayne State TIDE Project.

The needs emanate from example problems described here. One problem is

the.educational leadership which is needed to reduce institutional barriers in

order to permit chan, intervention to take place. A barrier that exists in

schools, both at the elem(ittary and secondary level, is the school organization.

Usually the manner in which the school is organized facilitates adults rather than

students. Administrators often rationalize that holding on to the traditional

patterns "is easier for me", "maintains the stability of the school", or "has

always been done this way". Little documentation has been done on students and

staff. What organization, procedures, or policies may need altering, retained,
1

or eliminated in order to serve students better.

Another problem is that educational decisions are often made without

appropriate or sufficient information. Often, external concerns are not the

real problems that need addressing. Factors that seem to contribute to the problem

may be the result of deeper conflicts that are not obvious. Teachers and adminis-

1tratore feel apathetic in schools where problems seem beyond resolution.. Systematic
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methods for problem solving is needed in order that teachers and administrators

draw valid conclusions for educational decisions. DiSpassion changes to enthu-

siasm and positive expectations when school staff are.enabled tc solve.their own

problems.

Common efforts on the ?art of the school 'and community to eliminate sexism

in education will upgrade the socio-economic levels of .the school district. One

proLlcm is to cloy:L:1;c thc mcchanism for this to occur. AedIllLIL:OO V p,1_,,u,Lo.cyt-

ness of under employment and under education among women may lead to stronger

interests in changin& traditional educational practises. Thus the needs in 1975

were identified as: 1

1. The modification of present administrative structure and the

development of new administrative procedures to that adminis-

trators can become effective change agets with teachers, Region

staff, community persons, and students in the process of desegre-

gation by race and by sex.

2. The determiation and measurement of desegregation problems in

Region 1 schools within the Northern Constellation.

3. Equal access to participation in course offerings, extra-curricular

activities and competitive athletics without regard to race-sex

role stereotypes.

4. The adaptation of texts and related materials to reflect a school-

wide policy of equal educational opportunity for all student's

regardless of race and sex.

5. The training of school staff to conduct in-service training related

to desegregation by race and sex.

1 1
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6. The implementation of "a comprehensive community relations

p-ogram of each school within the Northern High School

Constellation foi the purpose of gaining community support

for corrective activities aimed at reducing discrimination by

race and sex.

The fourteen schools in Region I which were involved included one high

school, two middle schools and lourteen elementary schools.

During its second year of operation, 1976-1977, the Project expanded t-CD

twenty-two schools and six of the eight Regions in the Detroit School System.

The Regions participating are Regions 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8. Region participat

was based upon formal requests made to the Project Director. The requested

technical assistance and follow-up services were based upon identified needs

and to the mission of the project: The reduction and/or elimination of speci

selected problems related to desegregation based upon race and sex. The need

areas expanded to include:

1. Demonstration of how community support can impact upon the'

teaching of mathematics.

2. Demonstration of how community support can impact upon the

teaching of reading.

3. Training of in-service trainers in regard to racism and sexim

in education.

4. Measurement of race and sex discrimination problems as they

impact upon educational equity.

5. Training of administrators in educational leadership in order for

them to become change agents'in modifications of administrative

structures and procedures with regard to race and sex discriminati(,

1Z



6. Development of effective anti-racist and anti-sexist middle school

philosophies that will impact upon education, and

7. Revision of reading curricula to individualize instruction.

Effective.in-service training in the Institute was not conducted in a

vacuum. A comprehensive assessment was condutted on the extent of race and sex

stereotyping, institutional racism and sexism and the effects of racially isolated

schools and school desegregation. For example, the examination of sexism resulted

in close scrutiny of the effects of sexism on girls and women and boys and men

in the school system.

Many teachers continue to teach as they have been taught. Sex-race role

stereotyping has been institutionalized and often teachers are unaware of overt

behavior that discriminates racially or in a sexist manner. For example, 90%

of the grade failure occur in elementary school. More boys fail in elementary

school than girls, yet boys arc expected to act out and recetve mor'e attention for

their behavior than girls. As a result, boys experience ear1y reinforcethent for

asserting themselves than girls Shaping behavior that moves males toward

independent achievement and girls toward dependen't non-sustained achievement needs

further study.

The Wayne State University TIDE Project initiated as a response to requests

for services from the Detroit Public Schools has as its main purpose the reduc-

tion nnd/or elimination of problems related to desegregation by race and by sex.

Tho purpose is accomplished through in-servie training of adults in the school.

The organi;:ation for effective training is based upon four assumptions which are:

1. The first is that the greatest impact on responding to local school

needs'can be made when groups of key ind-ividuals are trained to serve as lender-

troiners for their own schools. This approach is considered to be more effective

1,3
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than that of training isolated individuals from different schools and then

expecting these individuals to serve as change agents.

2. The second is that greatest commitment to improving total school

program can be achieved if team members are representative of the variety of

academic disciplines and sra levels within the school (i.e., interdisciplinary).

Thus, the interdisciplinary team concept is central to the training program.

3. The third is that team members and program will be most effective

if anti-racist and anti-sexist activities are conducted and the learnings infused

in the total school. curriculum. It is assumed that this approach has been more

long term benefits than the special activity one-shot approach such as Black

History Week and National Year of Women. Therefore, team members are chosen so

that expertise gained from daily job functioning is brought to bear on specific

need areas addressed by TIDE.

4. The fourth is that the utilization of support teams to assist

Interdisciplinary Training Teams, will increase program effectiveness.

THUS THE INTERDI SCIPLINARY TEAM APPROACH MAIN-STREAMED INTO HE DAILY

SCHOOL CURRICULUM IS THE FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT OF EFFECTIVE IN-SERVICE TRAINING

FOR THE TIDE PROJECT.

Participants function as part of one of three teams: (1) Local School;

(2) Region; (3) University.

Teams are identified from each participating school or Region level. These

teams may represent the instructional and non-instrneticmal staff. At the

elementary level a team may be compw;ed of:

Principal

Curriculum Lender

Teacher(s)

Para-professional

1 1



The middle school Learn may have:

Principal

Assistant Principal/Curriculum Leader or Staff
Coordinator

Teachers

Department Beads

Counselors

Physical Education

The high school may have:

Principal

Assistant Prncipal/Curriculum Leader/Staff
Coordinator

Department Head

Librarian

Counselors

Physical Education

The Region will be made up of Administrators representing;

Superintendent

Curriculum

Evaluation

Achievement

Community Relations

Counseling Services

Board Members

Wayne State University team represents:

Teacher Education

Sociology

School Administration

Educational Psychology
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Wayne State University team (cont'd)

Counseling

The team leadership s the titular head of the educational unit. For

example, the school building principal is thc team leader for all school teams.

The fundamental charge of the team is to gain training skills and knowledge to

serve as catalytic change agents in the school. Examples of smoothly operating

team will have these characteristics: A grasp of, and commitment to, the mission

to eradicate race and sex discrimination will be demonstrated by the entire school

staff and a significant body of citizens and parents by working in concert with

program goals; Effective teaching and increased learning behavior is in evidence.

Reorganization of roles and responsibilities to include equity for girls and women

will be operable; Techniques of teaching will include emphasis and attention to

females in course content; Course developmenu will include focus on females as

well as males. Additionally, in .the area of race discrimination, the membership

of large numbers of black educators and black students will not exempt or preclude

the existence of racial discriminatory practises. The passage of the Education

Amendments of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the'vigorous protests movement conducted

enrinii;.the 60s has disallowed overt racism. Today sophisticated and subtle race

stereotyping is often the present scene. The examination of elitism and classism,

that aids and abets racism, are strategies used to detect black-on-black racial

, practises and detects the liberal posturing on non-blacks, specifically white

males. The opening of the educational system to basic inquiries 'about the justice

and true demoneracy of the nation's social, political, and econoMie organization

needs challenging. This developmental process bl'gins in training intensively

during the six week summer Institute. Training centers on the following skills:

1. Consciousness-raising awareness of rac_sm and sexism

2. identifying local needs

3. Solving problems 1 6
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4. Acquiring effective communication skills

5. Transferring trnining techniques

6. Developing, using, and differentiating productive leadership

and management skills

7. Reviewing and evaluating teaching techniques

. 8. Demonstrating understanding of classroom management and

disciplinary skills

9. Reviewing and modifying curricular materials

10. Examining and recommending modifications in school organization

11. Examining and recommending modifications in school policies,

practices, and procedures

12. Using training techniques as: force-field analysis, cognitive-mapping,

group process, observation, group dynamics, etc.

13. Acquiring and developing skills in Program Planning and Management

14. Acquiring and using change agentry skills

15.. Measuring race and sex equity._in schools, region, and celltral office

16. Using validated evaluation instruments to measure:

(a) Tests and Texts

CO- Mathematics and Reading

(c) Training and Follow-up

(d) Athletic Activities, Vocational, Business and Technical Courses

(e) Connunity Relations

(f) Administrators Change Agentry Leadership

Follow-up activities are conducted during the acadcmic year. These activi-

ties are structured to plans in the project proposal, adjusted to the present

reality of the schools. Techniques acquired during summer training are used to

1 i
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inform and motivate the school staff and school-communi y. Schools and Regions

are allotted a budget to support their Program Plan of action. All budget items

are directly related and written in the Program Plan. Special seminars are given

to bring total teams togetber to increase team members' skills, shore up strengths,

to motivate, or to provide new Information: One of the most challenging concerns

of team members is the need for the creation of time in school day for teams

to function with other staff. School principals with cooperative staff can and

do carve time out of the school day for these activities.

All teams' activities are supported continuously by the University Team.

Full time faculty staff are assigned to schools and represent the disciplines

of Educational Lead'ership in Administration, Counseling, Educational Psychology,

Educational Sociology and Teacher Education. Spec4al curriculum skills of the

Universtty staff include Reading, Learning Disabilities, Mathematics, Science,

Tnstructional Technology and Community Organization.

1 8
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SECTION IV

OUTCOMES

The frnining Institute for Desegregated Education (TIDE) has assessed

its trainirg using Wayne State University created and'validated instruments;

Allyhases of the in-service training has been evaluated. Findings of one work-

shop are presented here.

In examining the feelings and beliefs of the workshop participants, the

responses given at the beginning of the workshop. on "Trainer of Irainers" were

distributed overwhelmingly in the expected direction in this survey.

The responses to the thirty-two item Questionnaire showed that more than

half of the non-Blacks and one third of the males did not believe that Black

people r.hould be more concerned about racism because Black people are victims,

On .the other hand, 86% of the Blacks and 75% of the females held the opposire

view. Sixty-one to seventy-one percent of the respondents felt that sexism

was not as important as racism.

OVer. 30% of the particpants, irrespective of race and sex, felt that it

was difficult to change their behavior; Eighty-two percent of the Black felt that

it was unrealistic to believe White people with power were willing to share their

power wit-h Black people. Forty-six percent erf the non-Blacks agreed with the

Blacks. Almost all people recognize the existence of racism in their schools.

Twenty-three percent of tlio Blacks did uotjeel sexism existed in their schools.

Nineteen percent of the females did not feel sexism existed in their schools.

Conversely 100% of the mnles and 967 of the Blacks felt that racism existed in

their schools. Blacks were must more concerned about racism than sexism regardless

of gender.

19
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Most pf the respondents felt that the Principal was not an active parti-

cipant in the project. Over half of the males and 25% of the Black felt that their

schools were not responsive to the community. Particpants felt that more non-

Blacks, Administrators, and males should be involved in the project. Adminis-

trators were crucial to the success of the project participants stated in over-

whelming numbers.

Fifty-nine percent Df the Blacks felt that racism would never be eliminated.

More Blacks than non-Blacks indicated a willingness for more training and a desire

to know more about racim and sexism. Most of the participants agreed that two

skills are needed to be an effective team member. Theywere: (1) How to motivate

school staff; and (2) how to communicate effectively. In conclusion, the 'res-

pondents strongly.believed that an effective team should have members who believe

that racism and sexism are problems. Respondents also believed that group process

and communl y involvement are key elements in building an effective tefi for the

elimination of racism and sexism in the schools.

The training conseituted one hundred eighty hours and involved twenty-eight

teams.

z0
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SECTION V

SUMMARY - AND FUTURE PRO3ECTIONS

The emotion laden topics of raCe and seA are important enough to'require

systematic intensive in-service training. Much time is needed to increase and

sustain awareness. R4ce and sc,, stereotypes arise from the belief that ertain

abilities, traits, and interests usually occur only in men and whites, and other

abilities, traits, and 1.:terests occur only in women and blacks. These stereo-

types are trounded in ignorance and fear and unreasonably restrict the rights of

individuals to make their own life choices. They are particularly destructive to

children, because they profoundly influence their level of self-esteem, choice

of occupation, and means of self-expression.

The Training Institute for Desegregated Education proposes in its third

year 1977-78, to expand the project to the Centtal Staff and Central Board

members. Concentration will be on policy setters and key decision makers nt the

Central and Region staff level. Additionally, twolve new schools wili br added

to total thirty schools. Thirteen elemenvary., eight midlle and nine high schools

will comprise the project. First year schools will concentrate on acquiring,

techniques in awareness, and therefore in the' Developmental stage. Second year

schools will attempt to be Models for Detroit schools. These schools will demon-

strate and disseminate information regarding strategies, plans, and programs. .

Schools in their third year of the proj'ect will be implementing newly developed

matrrials. Additionally these schools will train staff in the use of the

materials and will assist in the development of criteria and models for the

infusion of those materials into the curriculum

The In-service Training in this large urban school district must bring

about more significant institutional change in the schools. The school environment

21
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is being readied by many serious factors. Some because school people have high

hopes, while others feel they've been down too long. Specifically, a predominaat

aumber of community and scbool people feel tbat their best for change is a

major operation - with an educational team, equipped well to perform delicate

surgery as needed, transfusions when necessary, lower the pressures where possible,

and remove the malignancy. The risks involved are there - but the chanco for

survival is good.

This'project not only had a direct impact upon the Detroit Public Schools

which is currently undergoing the desegregation process, but also will have many

far-reaching ramifications that will far exceed its immediate geographical

boundaries. The activities and strategies of the program have been carefully

documented and evalunted. More significantly, these activities and strategies

can be reflected in schools with similar concerns.
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